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About This Game

In this magic battle action game, take part in 4-on-4 team battles and cast an array of magic spells to defeat the opposing team.
You can assume one of four roles: Fighter, Healer, Support, Ranged. Use your role and spells to the best possible effect, and

cooperate with your teammates to win the battle!

The protagonist, Asta, is the only boy unable to use magic in a world where magic is everything. Despite this affliction, Asta
manages to overcome all sorts of hurdles with the help of his friends, and persists in his goal of becoming the Wizard King.

This game also includes an original story not depicted in the currently airing Black Clover anime series. Yami Sukehiro, the
captain of Asta's knight order, the Black Bulls, suddenly grows younger, just as a mysterious mage launches an attack on the

Clover Kingdom. Join Asta and his friends as they embark on a new adventure of trials and tribulations.
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Title: BLACK CLOVER: QUARTET KNIGHTS
Genre: Action
Developer:
ILINX, Inc.
Publisher:
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Release Date: 13 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: AMD Phenom II X4 945 or Intel Core i3-2100

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon Vega 8 or Intel Iris Pro 580

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 14 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Traditional Chinese
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This game takes me back to the days of the old N64 and gamecube games has the same feel the music is very good(not my fav
band but i like them) you can pick this game up fast. not to much depth but just right to play and then go about your day. co-op
would have been nice or online death match. but it works, if you like hack n slash give this a try. If you like Avenged Sevenfold
its a must have like I said the music was very good!. this game so bad I only open the game and I stat to cry. So far, i love it.
And i will keep lovin\u00b4 this game.
The gameplay is at the least what i call original.
The commands are a bit awkward, since you do not get a tutorial.
So there is a lot of trial and error around the corner.
But if you invest time into this little treasure, you will get a lot in return.
I only played survival mode so far.
And this was not what i call a walk in the park.
Survival is a tower defense mode.
You have the choice out of three character, builder, mage, knight.
Defend your crystal by walking around and get the horde of enemies out of your garden.
Succes not guaranteed.
Support this dev. He is talented...
With a tutorial, this game could do more than just one nomination.
I played using an xbox controller. Gives a couple more asthetic items. I got this as part of the complete pack. Its worth it for the
extra guns, but not soo much the extra clothing if you ask me.. The Inner World is a nice and nostalgic point-and-click
adventure. Its strength points are a fine gameplay, nice characters, an original setting and wonderful moments of pure humor:
some dialogues will really make you roll laughing. Faced some async issues between video and speech in cinematics - this won't
affect your game experience, anyway. Recommended for those who want to have a break from all those frantic games.. This is
the pre-order bonus as DLC. Do not buy it, the weapons aren't worth it. Great base game though.. Alhough there are a few (non-
game-breaking, mostly cosmetic) bugs here and there, I really enjoyed this game. Some of the puzzles are real head-scratchers
and I did get the feeling that there's usually more than one way to solve them. I felt like the price was fair.
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A really heartwarming and fun Visual Novel.

The story was what really dragged me more into playing, but also because of the humorous dialogue all throughout. Every bit of
comedy and romantic scene in the game had me laughing and grinning like an idiot.

I have never felt and let out so much emotion in a game before. This one has to take the cake for me. No amount of anime or
manga has left me feeling like this even after just completing only a single route. (Five routes in total)

The story and your development with each character is so wholesome and heartwarming that, I almost felt like the H-scenes are
unneeded as you just want to cherish every bit of slice of life bit with all the characters in the game.

This game a 10/10 for me. Absolutely perfect boredom buster. So much fun. Must have for anyone who likes Breakout style
games.. So much fun! Simple to grasp but the fun little challenges get tougher as you go. I'm using a WMR headset with a PS3
controller and it works great.. It kept me entertained for at least 30 mins and it's naturally 5$ I paid 0.49. It's okay I guess for
0.49 but,I wouldn't recommend it,I got bored after playing the exact same games over at least 3 times.

For 4.99 this isn't worth it at full price. If you're able to get more entertainment out of this than I did,well good for you then.
Though I seriously can not recommend this especially with it saying this is 0.01 Alpha. Shouldn't this be listed as early access as
well? Well anyways,yeah it gets boring quite fast.

If you don't think my review is fair,then let me sum up the game. You play a game,you collect food,water,from the game in
order to survive and to not die and if you become too bored as well,you die of boredom. You get a key for beating game,just to
move on to the next room which seems to be a remake of the exact same games.

In all seriousness if you could die of boredom,this game possibly would have killed me.. i bought this dlc but i dont know how to
start it up
. Terrible "Seal the deal" DLC. Nothing like the base game. A bunch of fetch quests and a bunch of timed fetch quests. Even the
boss stage are a bunch timed fetch quests. The quality of the stages is also lacking.
The sole reason I am not regretting buying this DLC is for supporting the devs for making awesome base game.. Love this
game! :D. Game is buggy as heck and no real story, You cannot use any vehicles (tanks etc) Don't bother with this game.

MEREOLEONA ARRIVES IN BLACK CLOVER: QUARTET KNIGHTS:
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She won the character vote and makes now a flaming entry in Black Clover: Quartet Knights…. Mereoleona is ready to burn
everything!

Get her as part of the new DLC: Royal Magic Knight Set – Red, along with a new costume for Asta!

Discover her blazing abilities in the new trailer:

https://youtu.be/dYv7ANrw_a0
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